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ORIGINAL TRANSCRIPT
ENGLISH TALK
It is a very long lecture I have given in Hindi language; and because there are very few, also,
Sahaja Yogis from abroad. What I was telling them was that about the Principle of Shiva is in your
heart, and that reflection is not on a chakra, but on a… like a mirror. Now, whatever is visible of you is
this mirror. In this mirror, what reflection you have? Do you have a reflection, which is clear, clean?
Have you cleaned your heart, have you cleaned your mirror that is reflecting? That is what one has to
see.
Now, what I told them at length was this, that how there are six enemies we have got. And all
these six enemies, one after another, try to corrupt us. Out of that, I have told them about five. The
sixth one doesn't exist much in India, which we call as lust, is much less. But, for foreign countries one
has to know that it is one of the major things that they have in the West, because they think lustful life is
the only life worth living. Beyond that, is Shiva. And that's why we have to we have to understand that
in our heart, the reflection of Shiva is only possible in complete form when we have cleaned our heart.
To have malice for others, to have lust for others, to have anger for others, to have envy for others, all
these reactions within us act and our heart becomes like a stone, it cannot reflect. So, if you have to
reflect the quality of Shiva, which is very important today, in this Kali Yuga; very… there are very few
people who are really reflecting the image of Shiva in their own character. So, it is important to watch
yourself and see for yourself - what's wrong with you? Where am I… where is my attention going?
Where am I going? What am I doing? - If you go on judging yourself and not others.
Also, in… one of the western things is that they think they have a right to criticize others,
everybody. “I like it, I don't like it”. Who are you? Why do you say such a thing? Somebody had made
a beautiful, say, arrangement for you; you sit in his house and nicely say, “I don't like it,” to hurt that
person. After all, who are you? What do you think of yourself? Who are you to judge? For Sahaja
Yoga… Yogis, is prohibited to say, “I like” and “I don't like.” Is prohibited. Look at Shiva. He likes
everything. What He wears? Also snakes. He likes all kinds of animals. Every type of thing that we
think is not good, ugly, for Him they are not. For example, in His wedding He took with Him, in His
“Barat”, people who were all infirm. Some people had one leg; some people had limbs broken down.
Some had only one eye. All such people He carried with them. To Him, these people were very dear
and He looked after them, because He is the source of joy. He is the One who gives us joy. And the One
that makes us joyous. The real joy is only possible if, in your heart, His reflection is there. But if your
heart is full of all things, that once I have described, it becomes a dirty, very, very dirty mirror.
Very surprising, I told them also, that compared to Indians, Westerners are not so particular…
Western Sahaja Yogis are not so particular about their comfort. Though they come from a very
materialistic surrounding, they are not so much bothered. They can live anywhere, they can be happy
anywhere. That's a very good stage they have reached and that's what's… the Indians must try to
follow and don't pay attention to nonsensical things. It is not necessary to waste your energy on
nonsensical thing. Then only you can have a real Bhakti for your Self, for your Atma and that is what
needed today, that your Spirit should shine in your character, in your behavior and in your personality.
If that happens, then you have achieved what Sahaja Yoga wanted to do for you. Is important today,
very important. If you read the newspapers, you can't read it. And what you need is to change; the
transformation; as we in Hindi call it 'pariwartan', of human beings into Selfhood, into Selfawareness, into the Spirit. This has to be done. And the time has come; this evolutionary process has
started. There are so many of them who have got it.
Now the old saints and people who were gurus, real gurus, they used to really test the disciples by
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making them stand on their heads for years together, sometimes put them in the water, do all kinds of
things. They used to beat them and they were very harsh - testing all of them. And then only, one of
them used to get realization. Now, what I thought of – its takes too much time to cleanse them, to put
them into all kinds of dresses, this, that, send them to Himalayas or to Gobi Desert. I thought it will
take too much time. I said why not first enlighten them? Give them the light. In that light they can see
their problems and they will themselves correct themself. They will be their own guru. And it was
successful. It was good.
Now you can see for yourself what you are doing, what is your problem, what makes you so
much different from others and what will elevate you. Because Sadashiva's place is above the head,
above your thoughts, above your mind, above your emotions. It's here, and you have to cross this
limit. Only when you do not react to things, and also to you nothing is important than Shiva, then only
it will work out.
So, in some things Indians have to learn, and in some things you foreigners have to learn. So
many things you have done, I must thank you very much. People used to think that I cannot do
anything. I mean, you have given up drinking, you have given up all kinds of bad habits, you are no
more womanizers, your attention is so clean, so many things you have done, which is really praiseworthy. But still, you must learn that still there are certain things lingering, which must be cleared out
and must be absolutely finished. You don't have very much politics, but sometimes there is also
politics… group forming is there. All this has to go away, because for Shiva, what is this? The whole
universe is at His feet. To Him to have a one group here and a one group there, all that doesn't matter.
To Him, it doesn't come into His head, you see. For a person like a very big ocean, it touches many
shores. But in itself it is a big ocean. In the same way is Shiva principle, and you all should develop
that principle of Shiva. And then see the joy, the joy of this great ocean of love.
May God bless you.
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